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turbine components
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Handle with care
For more than a decade, Port of Antwerp-Bruges has
been handling cargo for the production of renewable
energy such as wind power. During that time, the global
wind power market nearly quadrupled. And as the market has grown, so has our expertise. Because there’s
no one-size-fits-all for this type of cargo: each load
consists of motors, hubs, blades, tower sections,
and nacelles. All of them have their particular
dimensions and weight, requiring extremely
specialised logistics. How do we manage?
We’ll take you through it,
step by step.

1. Making the planning
When the ship arrives, the cargo agent receives the stowage plan from the shipping
line. Which responsibilities have been set out by the charterparty? What’s the timing
for the cargo to be released? How many people are needed and will they
have to work weekends as well? It should all be well prepared in advance. The
cargo agent also receives the shipper’s manual, stating exactly how cargo should
be handled. It requires some expertise to correctly analyse such a document and
translate this into a plan of action where all handling will happen damage-free.
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2. Preparing for release
A specialised lashing company ensures all cargo on
ocean vessels is lashed and secured to prevent shifting
during its journey. Once the ships arrive safely at their
destination, a specialised delashing team removes
chains, beams and stoppers with great care. Precision
is of the utmost importance here, to avoid any damage
to the cargo.

3. Performing a quality check
The shipper’s surveyor carefully checks if the cargo
has suffered any damages during transport and
observes if the delashing process is being handled
correctly. He stays on to supervise the damage-free
unloading of the cargo.

DID YOU KNOW? At Port of Antwerp-Bruges, the
terminal operator stores customer-specific lifting
material in so-called tool containers, ready for
the next shipment. It’s maintained at the terminal
and needs to be certified every 3 months.

4. Selecting the right material
The terminal operator selects the right lifting material
for unloading the different cargo components.
Depending on the wind turbine manufacturer,
the material can be specific to the load or not.
If required, additional material must be provided
before the start of the operations.
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5. Unloading the ship
Dockers on the ship and on the quay work in tandem
with the crane operator. From his cabine the operator
closely monitors every move on the quay on his
computer. He always unloads the blades and tower
sections in a horizontal twin lift, meticulously
synchronising the movements of the 2 cranes. In this
case, the cranes have a capacity of 35 tonnes each.
It’s very precise work: when lifting a component,
the crane operator has to do all he can to avoid
collisions, as the cargo is very sensitive to damage.

DID YOU KNOW? Twin lifting requires a lot of
coordination: it’s not a job every crane operator
can do. You need a dedicated and experienced
team that’s familiar with handling sensitive cargo.

6. Moving the cargo
Using two reach stackers with an 80-ton capacity,
each piece of cargo is moved to the stacking area
further down the quay. We usually store big and
heavy components outside, because there’s more
room to manoeuvre on the quays. It’s a good thing
they’re sturdy enough to resist extreme weather
conditions! During all operations, the cargo agent is
present on the quay to check the cargo and see if
there’s anything to report to the client.

The cargo agent is the
client’s single point of
contact and coordinates
everything from arrival
to departure.”
Jean-Luc Helsmoortel,
Key Account Manager Shippers & Forwarders
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7. Storing the cargo
Based on the shipper’s manual, the cargo agent discusses with
the terminal how the cargo should be stored, where all the
components should all go, and in what order. Some cargo has
to be kept together: tower components in one section, hubs and
blades in another, for example. In other cases, components are
stored per wind turbine – so they can be built up tower by tower.
In that case, the order is important for collection. Because they
are calibrated, blades are always kept together per set of three.

DID YOU KNOW? When certain components are stored for a longer period,
we dehumidify them and occasionally
connect them to a power outlet to
keep the mechanism in tip-top shape.
As our quays offer ample space, we’re
able to store components long-term:
from several months up to a year.
Storage includes maintenance work
and quality control. It offers the client
a buffer: whenever he needs a certain
component, it can be delivered quickly.
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8. Adding value to the cargo
Sometimes a specialised handling company performs
added-value services – according to the shipper’s
wishes, or because further transport requires it.
A logistic company could provide storage at a
terminal warehouse and have their team check the
motors of the wind turbines or replace faulty parts.
Or a packing team could expertly wrap the cargo
in foil for damage-free transport.

DID YOU KNOW? The lead time for arrival
and departure is usually a few weeks.
The project determines the timeline: the
cargo remains at the terminal pending the
need for delivery.

9. Preparing for
		 exceptional transport
Exceptional transport needs to be carefully planned.
• Depending on the windmill type, the frames of the
blades have to be (partially) removed and the
blades have to be turned flat to allow transport.
This requires very delicate handling to prevent
torsion on the blade. If that happens, it can cause
cracks and result in a total loss.

• Specialized transport operators ensure the transport
of large pieces via hinterland transport modes
by barge, truck or rail to its final destination. They
arrange it via the best available routes and with all
applicable permits in order.
• Forwarders specialized in exceptional transport
can also assist in planning door-to-door transport of
the cargo. They understand the specific needs of the
cargo and the clients and make sure project loads
are shipped following customer requirements and
taking into account applicable regulations.
Port of Antwerp-Bruges boasts experience in safely
handling sensitive renewable energy cargo.

The average weight of a windmill component lies in between 8 - 80 tonnes:
Blade: 8-25 tonnes I Motor: 70-80 tonnes I Tower section: 30-80 tonnes I Hub: 18-38 tonnes

Port of Antwerp-Bruges would like to thank Rollit Cargo for their generous collaboration with this case.

Check regular updates on topics
like project cargo and breakbulk at
www.portofantwerpbruges.com
Subscribe to our monthly newsletter
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